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1 Introduction
Stochastic convolution integrals appear in many ﬁelds of stochastic analysis. They are in-





whereMt is a martingale with values in a Hilbert space. Although they generalize stochas-
tic integrals, they are diﬀerent in many ways. For example, they are not semimartingales
in general, and hence the usual results on semimartingales, such as maximal inequalities
(i.e., inequalities for sup≤s≤t ‖Xs‖) and the existence of càdlàg versions, cannot be applied
directly to them.
Among ﬁrst studies in this ﬁeld, Kotelenez [] and Ichikawa [] considered stochastic
convolution integralswith respect to generalmartingales. They proved amaximal inequal-
ity in L for stochastic convolution integrals (Theorem ).
Stochastic convolution integrals arise naturally in proving the existence, uniqueness,
and regularity of the solutions of semilinear stochastic evolution equations
dXt = AXt dt + f (t,Xt)dt + g(t,Xt)dMt ,
where A is the generator of a C semigroup of linear operators on a Hilbert space, andMt
is a martingale. The case where the coeﬃcients are Lipschitz operators is studied well, and
theorems on the existence, uniqueness, and continuity with respect to initial data for the
solutions in L are proved; see, for example, Kotelenez []. The proofs are based on the
maximal inequality for stochastic convolution integrals, that is, Theorem .
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These results have been generalized in several directions. One is themaximal inequality
for pth power of the norm of stochastic convolution integrals. Tubaro [] has proved an
upper estimate for E[sup≤s≤t |x(s)|p] with p≥  in the case whereMt is a realWiener pro-
cess. Ichikawa [] has proved a maximal inequality for pth power, p≥ , in the particular
case whereMt is a Hilbert-space-valued continuous martingale. The case of general mar-
tingale is proved by Zangeneh [] for p≥  (see Theorem ). Hamedani and Zangeneh []
have generalized the maximal inequality for  < p <∞.
Brzezniak et al. [] have derived a maximal inequality for pth power of the norm of
stochastic convolutions driven by Poisson random measures.
As far as we know, the maximal inequalities proved for stochastic convolution integrals
in the literature all involve expectations. The only result that provides a pathwise (almost
sure) bound is Zangeneh [], who has proved Theorem , called an Itô-type inequality.
This inequality provides a pathwise estimate for the square of the norm of stochastic con-
volution integrals and is a generalization of the Itô formula to stochastic convolution in-
tegrals.
In Section , we deﬁne and state some results about stochastic convolution integrals that
will be used in the sequel. In Section , we state and prove the main result of this article,
Theorem , which provides a pathwise bound for the pth power of stochastic convolu-
tion integrals with respect to general martingales. The special case where the martingale
is an Itô integral with respect to a Wiener process has been proved by Jahanipour and
Zangeneh [].
As an example, we apply Theorem  to a semilinear stochastic evolution equation with
non-Lipschitz coeﬃcients. We consider the drift term to be a monotone nonlinear op-
erator and the noise term to be a Wiener process and provide a suﬃcient condition for
stability of mild solutions in Lp in Theorem . The precise assumptions on coeﬃcients
will be stated in Section .
2 Stochastic convolution integrals
Let H be a separable Hilbert space with inner product 〈·, ·〉. Let St be a C semigroup on
H with inﬁnitesimal generator A : D(A) → H . Furthermore, we assume the exponential
growth condition on St , that is, there exists a constant α such that ‖St‖ ≤ eαt . If α = ,
then St is called a contraction semigroup.
In this section, we review some properties and results about convolution integrals of
type Xt =
∫ t
 St–s dMs where Mt is a martingale. These are called stochastic convolution
integrals. Kotelenez [] gives a maximal inequality for stochastic convolution integrals.
Theorem (Kotelenez []) Let α ≥ .There exists a constantC such that for anyH-valued










Remark Hamedani and Zangeneh [] generalized this inequality to a stopped maximal
inequality for pth moments ( < p <∞) of stochastic convolution integrals.
Because of the presence of monotone nonlinearity in our equation, we need a path-
wise bound for stochastic convolution integrals. For this reason, the following pathwise
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inequality for the norm of stochastic convolution integrals has been proved in Zangeneh
[].
Theorem  (Itô-type inequality, Zangeneh []) Let Zt be an H-valued càdlàg locally
square-integrable semimartingale. If












where [Z]t is the quadratic-variation process of Zt .
We state here the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy (BDG) inequality and its corollary for future
reference.
Theorem  (Burkholder-Davis-Gundy (BDG) inequality) For every p ≥ , there exists a
constant Cp >  such that, for any real-valued square-integrable càdlàgmartingaleMt with







Proof See [], p., and the reference there. 
Corollary  Let p≥ , and let Cp be the constant in the BDG inequality,Mt be anH-valued
square integrable càdlàgmartingale,Xt be anH-valued adapted process, and T ≥ .Then,
















)p + CpK E[M]
p
t ,
where X∗t = sup≤t≤T ‖Xt‖.
Proof See [], Lemma , p.. 
We will also need the following inequality, which is an analogue of the Burkholder-
Davies-Gundy inequality for stochastic convolution integrals.
Theorem  (Burkholder-type inequality, Zangeneh [], Theorem , p.) Let p≥  and
T > . Let St be a contraction semigroup on H , and Mt be an H-valued square-integrable

















where Kp is a constant depending only on p.
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3 Itô-type inequality for pth power
We use the notion of semimartingale and Itô’s formula as is described by Métivier [].
Theorem  (Itô-type inequality for pth power) Let p ≥ . Let Z(t) = V (t) + M(t) be a
semimartingale,where V (t) is an H-valued process with ﬁnite variation |V |(t), andM(t) is
an H-valued square-integrable martingale with quadratic variation [M](t). Assume that
E[M](T)
p
 <∞ and E|V |(T)p <∞.


















(∥∥X(s)∥∥p – ∥∥X(s–)∥∥p – p∥∥X(s–)∥∥p–〈X(s–),Z(s)〉).
Remark
. For p = , the theorem implies the Itô-type inequality, Theorem .
. IfM is a continuous martingale, then the inequality takes the simpler form










Before proceeding to the proof of theorem, we state and prove some lemmas.
Lemma  It suﬃces to prove Theorem  for the case α = .
Proof Deﬁne
S˜(t) = e–αtS(t), X˜(t) = e–αtX(t), dZ˜(t) = e–αt dZ(t).
Now we have dX˜(t) = S˜(t)X +
∫ t
 (˜S)(t – s)dZ˜(s). Note that S˜t is a contraction semigroup.
It is easy to see that the statement for X˜t implies the statement for X(t). 
Hence, from now on, we assume that α = .
Lemma  (Ordinary Itô’s formula for pth power) Let p ≥ , and let Z(t) be an H-valued
semimartingale. Then











(∥∥Z(s)∥∥p – ∥∥Z(s–)∥∥p – p∥∥Z(s–)∥∥p–〈Z(s–),Z(s)〉).
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Proof Use Itô’s formula (Métivier [], Theorem ., p.) for ϕ(x) = ‖x‖p and note that
ϕ′(x)(h) = p‖x‖p–〈x,h〉,
ϕ′′(x)(h⊗ h) = p(p – )‖x‖p–〈x,h〉〈x,h〉 + p‖x‖p–〈h,h〉
≤ p(p – )‖x‖p–‖h‖. 
Lemma Let v : [,T]→D(A) be a functionwith ﬁnite variation (with respect to the norm
of D(A)), denoted by |v|(t). For u ∈ D(A), let u(t) = S(t)u +
∫ t
 S(t – s)dv(s). Then u(t) is
D(A)-valued and satisﬁes




Proof (See also [], p., Theorem . for the particular case dv(t) = f (t)dt.) Let q(t) be
the Radon-Nikodym derivative of v(t) with respect to |v|(t), that is, q(t) is a D(A)-valued
function that is Bochner measurable with respect to d|v|(t), and v(t) = ∫ t q(s)d|v|(s). We
know that, for every t ∈ [,T], ‖q(t)‖ ≤ .
Recall from semigroup theory that we can equipD(A) with an inner product by deﬁning
〈x, y〉D(A) := 〈x, y〉 + 〈Ax,Ay〉. By closedness of A it follows that, under this inner product,
D(A) is a Hilbert space, and A :D(A)→H is a bounded linear map. Note that S(t) is also a
semigroup on D(A). Hence, u(t) is a convolution integral in D(A) and hence has its value
in D(A). We use the following two simple identities that hold in D(A):
S(t)x = x +
∫ t























































Lemma Let V (t) be aD(A)-valued process with ﬁnite variation inD(A),M(t) be aD(A)-
valued square-integrable martingale, and V () =M() = . Let Z(t) = V (t) +M(t), and let
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X be D(A)-valued and F-measurable. Deﬁne X(t) = S(t)X +
∫ t
 S(t – s)dZ(s). Then X(t)
is D(A)-valued and satisﬁes the following stochastic integral equation in H :




Proof Note that S(t) is also a semigroup on D(A). Hence, X(t) is a stochastic convolution
integral in D(A), and hence has its value in D(A). Write Y (t) = S(t)X +
∫ t
 S(t – s)dV (s)
and Y (t) =
∫ t
 S(t – s)dM(s). Hence, X(t) = Y (t) + Y (t). We can apply Lemma  to Y (t)
and deduce that Y (t) = X +
∫ t
 AY (s)ds + V (t). Hence, it suﬃces to prove that Y (t) =∫ t
 AY (s)ds +M(t).




j(t). Let Yk(t) =
∫ t
 S(t – s)dMk(s). We use the following two simple identi-
ties that hold in D(A):
S(t)x = x +
∫ t


































S(r – s)Aej dr dM
j(s).


























We have E‖M(T) –Mk(T)‖D(A) →  and, by Theorem ,
E sup
≤t≤T
∥∥Y (t) – Yk(t)∥∥D(A) ≤CE
∥∥M(T) –Mk(T)∥∥D(A) → .
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Since A : D(A) → H is continuous, E sup≤t≤T ‖AY (t) – AYk(t)‖H → , and hence
E‖ ∫ t AY (s)ds –
∫ t
 AYk(s)ds‖ → . Taking the limits of both sides of (), we get




Proof of Theorem  By Lemma  we need only to prove the theorem in the case α = . In
this case, we have to prove that











(∥∥X(s)∥∥p – ∥∥X(s–)∥∥p – p∥∥X(s–)∥∥p–〈X(s–),Z(s)〉). ()
The main idea is that we approximate M(t) and V (t) by some D(A)-valued processes,
and for D(A)-valued processes, we use ordinary Itô’s formula. This is done by the Yosida
approximations. We recall some facts from semigroup theory in the following lemma. For
proofs, see Pazy []. 
Lemma  For λ > , λI – A is invertible. Let R(λ) = λ(λI – A)– and A(λ) = AR(λ). We
have:
(a) R(λ) :H →D(A) and A(λ) :H →H are bounded linear maps;
(b) for every x ∈H , ‖R(λ)x‖H ≤ ‖x‖H and 〈x,A(λ)x〉 ≤ ;
(c) R(λ)S(t) = S(t)R(λ), and for x ∈D(A), R(λ)Ax = AR(λ)x;
(d) for every x ∈H , limλ→∞ R(λ)x = x in H ;
(e) for every x ∈D(A), limλ→∞ A(λ)x = Ax.
Now, for n = , , , . . . , deﬁne:
Vn(t) = R(n)V (t), Mn(t) = R(n)M(t), Zn(t) = Vn(t) +Mn(t) = R(n)Z(t),




According to Lemma , Vn(t) is a D(A)-valued ﬁnite–variation process,Mn(t) is a D(A)-
valuedmartingale, and Zn(t) is aD(A)-valued semimartingale. Hence, by Lemma , Xn(t)





∥∥Xn(s–)∥∥p–〈Xn(s–),AXn(s)ds + dVn(s) + dMn(s)〉








(∥∥Xn(s)∥∥p –Xn(s–)p – p∥∥Xn(s–)∥∥p–〈Xn(s–),Zn(s)〉).
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We claim that inequality () (after choosing a suitable subsequence) converges term by
term to the following inequality:
∥∥X(t)∥∥p︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

























(∥∥X(s)∥∥p –X(s–)p – p∥∥X(s–)∥∥p–〈X(s–),Z(s)〉).
We prove this claim in several steps.
(Step ) We claim that E|Vn –V |(t)p → . Let q(t) be the Radon-Nykodim derivative of
V (t) with respect to |V |(t). We know that, for every t, ‖q(t)‖ ≤ . We have
E
∣∣Vn –V ∣∣(t)p = E
(∫ t

∥∥(R(n) – I)q(s)∥∥d|V |(s)
)p
.
Note that, for all s and ω, ‖(R(n) – I)q(s)‖ ≤  and tends to zero, and since |V |(t) <∞ a.s.,
by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem,
∫ t
 ‖(R(n) – I)q(s)‖d|V |(s)→  a.s. and
is dominated by |V |(t). Now since E|V |(t)p <∞, using the Lebesgue dominated conver-
gence theorem, we ﬁnd that E(
∫ t
 ‖(R(n) – I)q(s)‖d|V |(s))p → , and the claim is proved.
(Step )We claim thatE[Mn–M](t) p → .Note that [Mn–M](t)≤ [Mn](t)+[M](t)≤
[M](t), and hence [Mn –M](t) p is dominated by  p [M](t) p . On the other hand, E[Mn –
M](t) = E‖Mn(t) –M(t)‖ → . Hence, [Mn –M](t), and consequently [Mn –M](t) p tend
to  in probability, and therefore by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem its
expectation also tends to .
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(Step ) We claim that
E sup
≤s≤t
∥∥Xn(s) –X(s)∥∥p → . ()
We have




































∣∣Vn –V ∣∣(t)p → ,
where we have used Step . For A, we use the Burkholder-type inequality (Theorem )











where we have used Step . Hence, () is proved.
(Step ) We claim that
E sup
≤s≤t
∥∥Xn(s)∥∥p → E sup
≤s≤t
∥∥X(s)∥∥p. ()
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where in the last line, we have used Step . Hence, () is proved, and in particular the
sequence E sup≤s≤t ‖Xn(s)‖p is bounded for each t.
(Step ) We claim that E|Cn –C| → . We have
E



























Now, using the simple inequality |a – b|r ≤ |ar – br| for r ≥  and a,b ∈ R+, we have
|‖Xn(s–)‖p– – ‖X(s–)‖p–| ≤ |‖Xn(s–)‖p – ‖X(s–)‖p| p–p . Substituting and using the Hölder
inequality, we ﬁnd
≤ (E sup∣∣∥∥Xn(s–)∥∥p – ∥∥X(s–)∥∥p∣∣) p–p (E sup∥∥Xn(s–)∥∥p) p (E∣∣Vn∣∣(t)p) p .
The second term above is bounded (according to Step ), and the third term is bounded
by (E|V |(t)p) p since |Vn|(t) ≤ |V |(t). We claim that the ﬁrst term, after choosing a sub-
sequence, converges to zero. We know from Step  that E sup≤s≤t ‖Xn(s) – X(s)‖p → .
Hence, we can choose a subsequence nk for which sup≤s≤t ‖Xnk (s) – X(s)‖p → , a.s. We
have also sup≤s≤t ‖X(s)‖ <∞ a.s., and hence
sup
∣∣∥∥Xnk (s–)∥∥p – ∥∥X(s–)∥∥p∣∣ →  a.s.
On the other hand,
sup
≤s≤t
∣∣∥∥Xnk (s–)∥∥p – ∥∥X(s–)∥∥p∣∣
≤ p sup
≤s≤t
∥∥Xnk (s–) –X(s–)∥∥p + (p + ) sup
≤s≤t
∥∥X(s–)∥∥p.
Hence, by the dominated convergence theorem we have
E sup
≤s≤t
∣∣∥∥Xnk (s–)∥∥p – ∥∥X(s–)∥∥p∣∣ → ,
and therefore, for the same subsequence, Cn → .
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The ﬁrst and third terms are bounded, and the second term tends to zero by Step . Hence,
Cn → .















(∣∣Vn –V ∣∣(t)p)) p ,
which tends to  by Step . Hence, Cn → .
(Step ) We claim that E|Dn –D| → . We have
E


























∣∣∥∥Xn(s–)∥∥p– – ∥∥X(s–)∥∥p–∣∣)(sup∥∥Xn(s–)∥∥)[Mn](t)  ).
Now using the simple inequality |a – b|r ≤ |ar – br| for r ≥  and a,b ∈ R+, we have





∣∣∥∥Xn(s–)∥∥p – ∥∥X(s–)∥∥p∣∣) p–p (E sup∥∥Xn(s–)∥∥p) p (E[Mn](t) p ) p .
The second term above is bounded (according to Step ), and the third term is bounded
by (E[M](t) p )

p since [Mn](t)≤ [M](t). The ﬁrst term, by the same arguments as in Step ,
after choosing a subsequence, converges to zero.







∥∥Xn(s–) –X(s–)∥∥)[Mn](t)  ).
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The ﬁrst and third terms are bounded, and the second term tends to zero by Step . Hence,
Dn → .





∥∥X(s–)∥∥p–)[Mn –M](t)  ).

















which tends to  by Step . Hence, Cn → .
(Step ) We claim that E|En – E| → . We have
E





















Now, using the simple inequality |a – b|r ≤ |ar – br| for r ≥  and a,b ∈R+, we have
∣∣∥∥Xn(s–)∥∥p– – ∥∥X(s–)∥∥p–∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∥∥Xn(s–)∥∥p – ∥∥X(s–)∥∥p∣∣ p–p .
Substituting and using the Hölder inequality, we ﬁnd
≤ (E sup∣∣∥∥Xn(s–)∥∥p – ∥∥X(s–)∥∥p∣∣) p–p (E[Mn]c(t) p ) p .
The second term above is bounded by (E[M](t) p )

p since [Mn]c(t)≤ [M](t). The ﬁrst term,
by the same arguments as in Step , after choosing a subsequence, converges to zero.



















]c(t)) p ) p .
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The ﬁrst term is a constant. For the second term, we have  ≤ [M]c(t) – [Mn]c(t) ≤
[M](t)–[Mn](t)≤ [M](t), and hence ([M]c(t)–[Mn]c(t)) p is dominated by [M](t) p . On the
other hand,E([M]c(t)–[Mn]c(t))≤ E(‖M‖(t) –‖Mn‖(t))→ .Hence, [M]c(t)–[Mn]c(t);
consequently, ([M]c(t)–[Mn]c(t)) p tends to  in probability, and therefore by the Lebesgue
dominated convergence theorem its expectation also tends to . Hence, En → .
(Step ) We claim that Fn → F a.s. We use the following lemma, which is proved later.
Lemma  For x, y ∈H , we have
‖x + y‖p – ‖x‖p – p‖x‖p–〈x, y〉 ≤ p(p – )
(‖x‖p– + ‖x + y‖p–)‖y‖.
Note that the semimartingale Z(s) is càdlàg and hence is continuous except at a count-
able set of points ≤ s≤ t, and these are the only points in which the terms in the sums F
and Fn are nonzero.
By Lemma ,
∣∣∥∥Xn(s)∥∥p –Xn(s–)p – p∥∥Xn(s–)∥∥p–〈Xn(s–),Zn(s)〉∣∣
≤ p(p – )
(∥∥Xn(s–)∥∥p– + ∥∥Xn(s)∥∥p–)∥∥Zn(s)∥∥





As in Step , we choose a subsequence nk for which there exists  ⊂  with P() = 
such that sup≤s≤t ‖Xnk (s) –X(s)‖p →  for ω ∈ . Hence, for ω ∈ , ‖Xn(s)‖ → ‖X(s)‖,
and in particular supn sups ‖Xn(s)‖p– <∞. Note also that ‖Zn(s)‖ ≤ ‖Z(s)‖ and that∑‖Z(s)‖ <∞. Hence, by (), for ω ∈ , Fn is dominated by an absolutely convergent
series. On the other hand, since for ω ∈ , ‖Xn(s)‖ → ‖X(s)‖, the terms of Fn converge to
the terms of F. Hence, by the dominated convergence theorem for series we have Fn → F
for ω ∈ .
Proof of Lemma  Deﬁne f (t) = ‖x + ty‖p. Then
f ′(t) = p‖x + ty‖p–〈x + ty, y〉
and
f ′′(t) = p‖x + ty‖p–‖y‖ + p(p – )‖x + ty‖p–〈x + ty, y〉 ≤ p(p – )‖x + ty‖p–‖y‖.
By Taylor’s remainder theorem, we have that, for some τ ∈ [, ],
f () – f () – f ′() =  f
′′(τ )≤ p(p – )‖x + τy‖
p–‖y‖.
Since ‖x + τy‖ ≤ max(‖x‖,‖x + y‖), we have
f () – f () – f ′()≤ p(p – )
(‖x‖p– + ‖x + y‖p–)‖y‖,
which completes the proof. 
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4 An application to the stability of the semilinear stochastic evolution
equations
In this section, we consider a semilinear stochastic evolution equation with monotone
nonlinearity and derive a suﬃcient condition for stability of its solutions in the p-norm.
Let (,F ,Ft ,P) be a ﬁltered probability space, and letWt be a cylindricalWiener process
on it with values in a separable Hilbert spaceK . Our goal is to study the following equation
in H :
dXt = AXt dt + f (t,Xt)dt + g(t,Xt)dWt . ()
We assume the following:
Hypothesis 
(a) f (t,x,ω) :R+ ×H ×  →H is measurable, Ft-adapted, demicontinuous with
respect to x, and there exists a constantM such that
〈
f (t,x,ω) – f (t, y,ω),x – y
〉 ≤M‖x – y‖;
(b) g(t,x,ω) :R+ ×H ×  → LHS(K ,H) is predictable, and there exists a constant C
such that
∥∥g(t,x,ω) – g(t, y,ω)∥∥LHS(K ,H) ≤ C‖x – y‖,
where LHS(K ,H) denotes the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators from K to H and demicon-
tinuity means the following:
Deﬁnition  f :H →H is called demicontinuous if whenever xn → x, strongly in H , then
f (xn)⇀ f (x) weakly in H .
Remark It has been shown in [] and [] that, under the above assumptions and an
additional linear growth condition on f and g , equation () has a unique mild solution
for any square-integrable initial condition, and it has been shown in [] that the solution
depends continuously on the initial conditions and coeﬃcients.
Theorem  (Exponential stability in the pth moment) Let Xt and Yt be mild solutions of
() with initial conditions X and Y. Then
E‖Xt – Yt‖p ≤ eγ tE‖X – Y‖p
for γ = pα+pM+ p(p–)C. In particular, if γ < , then allmild solutions are exponentially
stable in the Lp norm.
Proof First, we consider the case t α = . Subtract Xt and Yt :



















Applying the Itô-type inequality (Theorem ) for α =  to Xt – Yt and noting that Mt is a
continuous martingale, we ﬁnd
















‖Xs – Ys‖p–〈Xs– – Ys–,dMs〉
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bt











E‖Xs – Ys‖p ds. ()




E‖Xs – Ys‖p ds. ()
Taking the expectations of both sides of (), noting that Bt is a martingale, and substi-
tuting () and () into (), we ﬁnd
E‖Xt – Yt‖p ≤ E‖X – Y‖p + γ
∫ t

E‖Xs – Ys‖p ds,
where γ = pM + p(p – )C. Now the statement follows by Gronwall’s inequality. Hence,
the proof for the case α =  is complete. Now, for the general case, apply the change of
variables used in Lemma . 
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